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Abstract: The transport of material through the atmosphere is an issue with wide ranging implications
for fields as diverse as agriculture, aviation, and human health. Due to the unsteady nature of the
atmosphere, predicting how material will be transported via the Earth’s wind field is challenging.
Lagrangian diagnostics, such as Lagrangian coherent structures (LCSs), have been used to discover
the most significant regions of material collection or dispersion. However, Lagrangian diagnostics
can be time-consuming to calculate and often rely on weather forecasts that may not be completely
accurate. Recently, Eulerian diagnostics have been developed which can provide indications of LCS
and have computational advantages over their Lagrangian counterparts. In this paper, a methodology
is developed for estimating local Eulerian diagnostics from wind velocity data measured by a single
fixed-wing unmanned aircraft system (UAS) flying in a circular arc. Using a simulation environment,
driven by realistic atmospheric velocity data from the North American Mesoscale (NAM) model, it is
shown that the Eulerian diagnostic estimates from UAS measurements approximate the true local
Eulerian diagnostics and also predict the passage of LCSs. This methodology requires only a single
flying UAS, making it easier and more affordable to implement in the field than existing alternatives,
such as multiple UASs and Dopler LiDAR measurements. Our method is general enough to be
applied to calculate the gradient of any scalar field.
Keywords: unmanned aircraft system (UAS); Lagrangian coherent structure (LCS); atmospheric
transport

1. Introduction
The transport of material in the atmosphere is a problem with important implications for
agriculture [1–4], aviation [5,6], and human health [7,8]. Given the unsteady nature of atmospheric
flows, it can be difficult to predict where a fluid parcel, such as one containing an airborne pathogen,
will be transported. Tools from dynamical systems theory, such as Lagrangian coherent structures
(LCSs), can help us to understand how fluid parcels in a flow will evolve. The study of atmospheric
transport from a dynamical systems perspective has long focused on the study of large-scale
phenomena [1–5,9–12]. This has been largely due to the larger-scale grid spacing of readily available
atmospheric model data and the lack of high-resolution atmospheric measurements on a scale large
enough to calculate Lagrangian data. Furthermore, this field of study has been largely relegated
to numerical simulations. Few works have attempted to find ways to directly detect LCSs from
experimental measurements in the field. In [6,13], the authors used wind velocity measurements from
a Doppler light detection and ranging (LiDAR) to detect LCS which had passed near Hong Kong
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International Airport. Rather than measure the wind velocity to try to detect LCSs, the authors of [1]
looked at sudden changes in pathogen concentrations in the atmosphere. They were then able to
link those changes to the passage of LCSs using atmospheric velocity data from the North American
Mesoscale (NAM) weather research and forecasting (WRF) model. Recent advances in dynamical
systems theory, such as new Eulerian diagnostics, as well as new atmospheric sensing technology,
such as unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) [14], have brought the local detection of LCSs within the
reach of operators in the field at any location, without the need for expensive infrastructure. One
recent paper took advantage of these new advances to attempt to predict the passage of LCSs based on
experimental data. The authors of [15] used multiple sonic anemometers attached to two stationary
airborne quadcopter UASs and one ground-based tower to measure the wind velocity around the
San Luis Valley in Colorado. From these wind measurements, the authors were able to calculate the
local attraction rate, which was then compared to the attraction rate from a WRF simulation. From
these comparisons, the authors found indicators of LCSs associated with convective cells and a front
which passed through the region. In this paper, we build upon these recent developments to establish
a method to detect LCSs which can be readily implemented by operators in the field at any location,
using only a single fixed-wing UAS.
The first of these developments is new Eulerian techniques for measuring the attraction and
repulsion of regions in a fluid flow [16,17]. In traditional Lagrangian analyses, a velocity field is
needed, which is defined over a large enough spatiotemporal scale to allow the accurate simulation
of fluid parcel trajectories. How the parcels are transported by the flow is then used to determine
which parts of the flow are more attractive or repulsive. These new Eulerian methods do not rely on
the simulation of fluid parcel trajectories; instead, they are based on the instantaneous gradients of
the velocity field. Since they rely on gradients, these techniques only require enough velocity data
points to enact a finite-differencing scheme. Furthermore, these methods are Eulerian and can thus be
applied to data sets which are temporally coarse.
The second of these developments is the use of inexpensive UASs to sample the atmospheric
velocity instead of piloted aircraft or other traditional assets. Ground-based wind sensors such as
LiDAR, sonic detection and ranging (SoDAR), or tower-mounted anemometers can be prohibitively
expensive and difficult to relocate in real time to regions of interest, such as a chemical release, wild
fire, or radioactive release. Airborne wind measurement from aircraft has a long history [18,19] and
well-developed existing programs, such as the NASA Airborne Science Program [20]. The advancement
of UASs has enabled wind measurement missions which may be of lower cost, longer duration, and
can be implemented in more dangerous environments. Elston et al. [21] provided a review of many
UAS atmospheric measurement efforts, and recent works continue to advance both theoretical and
practical UAS capabilities [22–27].
This paper develops a methodology which will enable researchers in the field to utilize local wind
measurements to detect LCSs using only a single UAS. This methodology will be less complex, less
expensive, and less time-consuming to implement than those utilized in previous studies [1,6,13,15].
Furthermore, by requiring only a single fixed-wing UAS, the need for expensive infrastructure and
multiple pilot/spotter teams is eliminated. Additionally, since this methodology takes advantage of
Eulerian diagnostics, there is no need for expensive computer clusters or time-consuming trajectory
integration, as with Lagrangian diagnostics. This methodology is developed and tested using an
observing system simulation experiment (OSSE). A historical wind velocity forecast from the NAM
model is taken and passed to a UAS flight simulator, which is assumed to have a perfect anemometer,
but still includes the effects of the wind field on the aircraft’s flight trajectory. The simulated UAS
attempts to fly in a circular orbit about a portion of the NAM model centered on the coordinates
of the Virginia Tech experimental site, Kentland Farm, Figure 1. From wind measurements along
these circular orbits, we were able to calculate the local trajectory divergence rate and attraction rate,
described in Section 2.1. Using these calculations, it is then possible to look for signals of LCSs passing
through the area.
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This paper is organized as follows. Section 2.1 describes the Eulerian and Lagrangian diagnostics
which are used to analyze the atmospheric velocity data. Section 2.2 describes the algorithm we
develop to calculate the gradient of a scalar field from measurements along a circular arc, which is
necessary for the computation of the Eulerian diagnostics. Section 2.3 briefly describes the NAM
model which is used, how the model data are prepared for analysis, and the flight simulator which is
used. In Section 3.1, the results of a parametric study which analyzes the ability of a UAS flying in a
circular arc to approximate Eulerian diagnostics over various radii are presented. Section 3.2 presents
results concerning the ability of Eulerian diagnostics to approximate Lagrangian diagnostics and
detect LCSs passing through an area using receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves. Due to the
discrete nature of numerical computations, a parametric study to investigate various area thresholds
for the detection of LCSs was performed. Section 3.3 presents results concerning the ability of Eulerian
diagnostics, as approximated from a simulated UAS flight, to detect LCSs passing through an area.
Once again, a parametric study to investigate various area thresholds for the detection of LCSs using
ROC curves is performed. Section 4 discusses the results presented in Section 3. Finally, Section 5
presents the conclusion of the paper.

Kentland Farm

Figure 1. Map of the Mid-Atlantic United States, Kentland Farm in Virginia is shown in red.

2. Methods
2.1. Lagrangian-Eulerian Analysis
Consider the dynamical system:
d
x( t ) = v(x( t ), t ),
dt
x0 = x(t0 ),
2

x(t) ∈R , t ∈ R,

(1)
(2)
(3)

where x(t) is the position vector of a fluid parcel at time t and v(x, t) is the time-varying horizontal
wind velocity vector at position x(t) and time t. The components of the horizontal position vector are
x = ( x, y), where x is the eastward position and y is the northward position, and the horizontal velocity
vector, v = (u, v), where u is the eastward velocity and v is the northward velocity. This system can
be analyzed using both Langrangian and Eulerian tools. For the Lagrangian analysis, the finite-time
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Lyapunov exponent (FTLE), σ, and Lagrangian coherent structures (LCSs) are used. For this study,
LCSs are defined as C-ridges of the FTLE field following [28]. The FTLE field is a measure of
the stretching of fluid parcels within a flow, the forward-time FTLE measures repulsion, and the
backward-time FTLE measures attraction. LCSs are the most attracting and repelling material surfaces
within a fluid flow; as such, they provide a means of visualizing how particles within the flow will
evolve. For the Eulerian analyses, the attraction rate, s1 , and the trajectory divergence rate, ρ̇, are used.
Both of these rates are derived from the Eulerian rate-of-strain tensor, S, described below. The attraction
rate is the minimum eigenvalue of S and was shown in [16] to provide a measure of instantaneous
hyperbolic attraction, with isolated minima of s1 providing the cores of attracting objective Eulerian
coherent structures (OECS). Recent work has shown that in 2D, s1 is the limit of the backward-time
FTLE as the integration time goes to 0 and that troughs of s1 are attracting infinitesimal-time LCS
(iLCS) [29], a schematic of which can be seen in Figure 2. The trajectory divergence rate is a measure
of how much repulsion/attraction is changing along streamlines of the velocity field, as depicted in
Figure 3 [17].

Fluid parcel
Trough of
s1
Figure 2. Schematic of the effect of a trough of the attraction rate, s1 , field on a fluid parcel.

Figure 3. Schematic of the trajectory divergence rate: Where ρ̇ < 0, trajectories are instantaneously
converging; where ρ̇ > 0 trajectories are instantaneously diverging.

To calculate the Lagrangian metrics, first calculate the flow map of the vector field (1) for the time
period of interest:
Ftt0 (x0 ) = x0 +

Z t
t0

v(x(t), t) dt.

(4)

Taking the gradient of the flow map, the right Cauchy–Green strain tensor is then calculated:
Ctt0 (x0 ) = ∇Ftt0 (x0 ) T · ∇Ftt0 (x0 ),

(5)

with ordered eigenvalues, λ1 ≤ λ2 . From the largest eigenvalue of the right Cauchy–Green strain
tensor, λ2 , the FTLE field is derived:
σtt0 (x0 ) =

1
log (λ2 (x0 )) .
2| t − t0 |

Ridges of this field can then be identified as LCSs.

(6)
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For the Eulerian metrics, the Eulerian rate-of-strain tensor is defined as:
S(x0 , t0 ) =


1
∇v(x0 , t0 ) + ∇v(x0 , t0 )T ,
2

(7)

with ordered eigenvalues s1 ≤ s2 . The attraction rate is defined as the minimum eigenvalue of S, s1 .
The attraction rate can be directly calculated from the velocity gradient using the formula:
s1 =

1
2



∂u
∂x

+

∂v
∂y



r

−

1
2



∂u
∂x

−

∂v
∂y

2

+



∂u
∂y

+

∂v
∂x

2

.

(8)

The trajectory divergence rate is defined wherever v(x0 , t0 ) 6= 0 as:
ρ̇(x0 , t0 ) = n̂(x0 , t0 ) T · S(x0 , t0 ) · n̂(x0 , t0 ) =


v(x0 , t0 ) T · JT · S(x0 , t0 ) · J · v(x0 , t0 )
,
||v(x0 , t0 )||2

where n̂(x0 , t0 ) is the unit vector normal to the trajectory and J is the matrix, J =



0 1
−1 0



(9)

[17].

2.2. Gradient Approximation from UAS Flight
In order to calculate the Eulerian rate-of-strain tensor from wind measurements along a simulated
UAS flight path, we developed an algorithm to approximate the gradient of a scalar field based on
measurements along a circular arc, Figure 4. The algorithm is based on a quasi-frozen field assumption
that the scalar field is not significantly changing in time during the period of one full orbit but is
changing in space. We believe this assumption is appropriate to apply to atmospheric velocity fields,
as mid- to larger-scale atmospheric flows tend to change on the order of hours, while UAS orbits
on the spatial scale of interest are on the order of minutes. This assumption of course ignores small
scale turbulent motion, which would fall below the scale which is being sampled. This algorithm also
assumes that the important features will be in the horizontal plane. This assumption was previously
applied to atmospheric model data in [9,10,30] and atmospheric measurements in [15]. It is based on
the fact that the vertical component of the wind velocity tends to be two orders of magnitude less than
the horizontal components. We assume that the inertial velocity of the aircraft, V , and the air-relative
velocity, Vr , are independently measured, using, for instance, GPS-based instruments, orientation
information from a gyroscope, and a pitot tube anemometer. The wind velocity is v = V − Vr .
See Appendix A for further details.

Figure 4. Schematic showing positions where velocity measurements were made and the position of
the circle gradient frame to the reference frame.
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We remark that while we developed the algorithm described below for measurements of the
gradient of the horizontal wind velocity components, u and v, the algorithm is general enough to be
applied to the gradient of any scalar value, f , measured by a UAS, such as air temperature, pressure,
and humidity.
This algorithm takes as inputs:
A scalar field measured along a circular arc, f (θ ), as an n × 1 array input, where n is the number
of measurements taken;
The angle θ as a monotonically decreasing n × 1 array input;
And the radius of the circular arc, r, which is assumed to be constant, as a scalar input.

•
•
•

Note, this algorithm is currently written for a clockwise trajectory. The algorithm starts with
an initial point along the circular arc (r, θ0 ) and the value f at that point. Then, provided the path
continues for at least another three quarters of a circle, the value of f is obtained at three additional
points along the path at (r, θ0 − 12 π ), (r, θ0 − π ), and (r, θ0 − 23 π ). With f at four individual points
along the circular arc, a central finite-difference scheme is used to approximate the gradient of f at
the center point of the circle. Since the four points are along an arc, each subsequent approximation
the gradient will be in a reference frame which has a different orientation from the initial gradient
approximation, Figure 4. To correct for this, apply a counterclockwise rotation to the gradient of f to
obtain the gradient in a consistent reference frame oriented North–South, East–West. Continue for
each additional point along the circular arc until there is less than an additional three quarters of a
circle left. A pseudo-code version of this algorithm can be found in Algorithm 1, and a schematic can
be found in Figure 4.
Algorithm 1 CIRCLE GRADIENT approximates the gradient of a scalar from samples along an arc

1
2
3
4
5

Input: r, θ, f (θ )
Output: Approximation of ∇ f
for i ← 1 to length(θ ) do
if θ (i ) − 23 π ≥ θ (end) then 


Obtain f (θ ) at f (θ (i )) , f θ (i ) − 21 π , f (θ (i ) − π ) , f θ (i ) − 23 π
∂f
∂x 0
∂f
∂y0

≈
≈

f (θ (i ))− f (θ (i )−π )
2·r
f (θ (i )− 32 π )− f (θ (i )− 12 π )
2·r


6

7

∇ f (i ) ≈

cos(θ (i ))
− sin(θ (i ))

sin(θ (i ))
cos(θ (i ))

"

∂f
∂x 0
∂f
∂y0

#

return ∇ f

2.3. Model Data
For the OSSE, velocity field data from the 3 km NAM model [31] were utilized. This velocity field
was from the portion of the model over southwestern Virginia and was centered at the Virginia Tech
experimental site, Kentland Farm (Figure 1), during a 215 h period beginning 4 September 2017 at
00:00 UTC. The NAM data were divided into 2 data sets. The first part was a strictly 2D data set that
was restricted to the 850 mb isosurface. The second was a 3D data set. Both data sets were interpolated
in time from 1 h resolution down to 10 min resolution using cubic splines. The 3D data were then
interpolated from pressure-based vertical levels to height above sea level (ASL) vertical levels using
linear interpolation. Both data sets were also interpolated from a 3 km horizontal resolution to a 300 m
horizontal resolution using cubic Lagrange polynomials. An aircraft was simulated using closed-loop
trajectory control to fly fixed-radius circles. These circles varied in radius from 2 km to 15 km. Smaller
radii, more consistent with the federal regulations in FAA part 107 (i.e., to keep aircraft within unaided
sight) [32], were examined; however, the simulated wind velocity field, with a grid resolution of 3 km,
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lacked the spatial inhomogeneity necessary to compute meaningful gradients below a 2 km flight
radius (4 km flight diameter). The simulated aircraft was also set to track the 850 mb isosurface with
the 3D wind velocity field acting as a disturbance. The altitude of the 850 mb isosurface varies in time;
it is approximately at 1545 m ASL. A subscale model of a transport-style aircraft, named the T-2 [33],
was used as the simulated unmanned aircraft. To get a sense of the aircraft’s scale, some of its physical
properties are:
mass m = 22.5 kg,

wingspan b = 2.09 m,

chord c̄ = 0.28 m,

airspeed ||Vr || ≈ 42 m/s.

With the T-2’s cruising airspeed of approximately 42 m/s, a full orbit takes between 300 to 2250 s,
depending on the orbit radius. For a comparison, the average horizontal wind speed of the NAM
model at the 850 mb isosurface was approximately 10 m/s. The details of the flight dynamic model
are included in Appendix A. The simulated wind measurements taken by the aircraft are wind field
components v along the aircraft’s center-of-mass trajectory x(t). Figure 5 shows several orbits during
the aircraft’s flight. Note that the vertical dimension is scaled to be 500 times bigger than the horizontal,
in order to show flight path differences between consecutive orbits.

radius

Figure 5. Simulated 3D unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) flight path (solid blue line) along with a 2D
perfect circle (dotted black line). The 2D circle is at a constant altitude, while the 3D UAS flight tracks
the 850 mb isosurface. The vertical dimension is shown highly exaggerated.

3. Results
3.1. Approximating Local Eulerian Metrics from UAS Flights
This section presents results which indicate how well the attraction rate, s1 , and the trajectory
divergence rate, ρ̇, can be approximated from a UAS flight. Figure 6 shows the results for the trajectory
divergence rate. From the 2D velocity field, restricted to the 850 mb isosurface, measurements along
perfectly circular paths, with radii fixed between 2 km and 15 km, were used to approximate the
trajectory divergence rate, shown in black. Then, velocity measurements from 3D simulated UAS
flight paths with radii fixed between 2 km and 15 km, attempting to follow the 850 mb isosurface,
were used to approximate the trajectory divergence rate, shown in blue. Finally, using the 850 mb
isosurface velocity field, the true trajectory divergence rate at the center point of the circle/flight radius
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was calculated, shown in red. Pearson correlation coefficients for these measurements can be found
in Table 1.
Figure 7 shows the results for the attraction rate. As before, using measurements along perfectly
circular paths, with radii fixed between 2 km and 15 km, from a 2D velocity field restricted to the
850 mb isosurface, the attraction rate was approximated, shown in black. Then, the attraction rate
was approximated using velocity measurements from 3D simulated UAS flight paths, with radii fixed
between 2 km and 15 km, attempting to follow the 850 mb isosurface, shown in blue. Finally, using the
850 mb isosurface velocity field, the true attraction rate at the center point of the circle/flight radius
was calculated, shown in red. Pearson correlation coefficients for these measurements can be found in
Table 2.
True ρ̇

flight

circle

hr−1

1

0

−1

2km

5km

10km

15km

hr−1

1

0

−1

50

100

150

200

50

100

150

200

Hours

Hours

Figure 6. Comparison of measurements of the trajectory divergence rate ρ̇ at the center point of the
circular sampling orbit (red), along the path of a simulated UAS flight (black), and along a circular arc
(blue). The radius of the circle and flight path is shown in the lower right hand corner of each subplot.
The circular arc and the simulated UAS flight are nearly on top of each other.
Table 1. Pearson correlation coefficients for trajectory divergence rate, ρ̇, measurements. Coefficients
range from 0.730 to 0.965.

center point
2 km circle
5 km circle
10 km circle
15 km circle
2 km flight
5 km flight
10 km flight

2 km Circle

5 km Circle

10 km Circle

15 km Circle

2 km Flight

5 km Flight

10 km Flight

15 km Flight

0.955
--

0.854
0.946
--

0.790
0.815
0.866
--

0.730
0.751
0.768
0.928
--

0.931
0.981
0.935
0.804
0.745
--

0.827
0.923
0.981
0.836
0.738
0.944
--

0.781
0.811
0.865
0.974
0.904
0.824
0.870
--

0.730
0.765
0.784
0.902
0.955
0.783
0.793
0.937
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Table 2. Pearson correlation coefficients for attraction rate, s1 , measurements. Coefficients range from
0.577 to 0.939.
2 km Circle

5 km Circle

10 km Circle

15 km Circle

2 km Flight

5 km Flight

10 km Flight

15 km Flight

0.939
--

0.838
0.932
--

0.677
0.742
0.898
--

0.590
0.644
0.789
0.908
--

0.910
0.980
0.916
0.729
0.637
--

0.821
0.917
0.980
0.881
0.788
0.936
--

0.675
0.739
0.887
0.978
0.907
0.746
0.900
--

0.577
0.627
0.760
0.864
0.965
0.644
0.791
0.909

center point
2 km circle
5 km circle
10 km circle
15 km circle
2 km flight
5 km flight
10 km flight

True s1

flight

circle

1

hr−1

0

−1

−2

2km

5km

10km

15km

1

hr−1

0

−1

−2
50

100

150

200

Hours

50

100

150

200

Hours

Figure 7. Comparison of measurements of the attraction rate s1 at the center point of the circular
sampling orbit (red), along the path of a simulated UAS flight (black), and along a circular arc (blue).
The radius of the circle and flight path is shown in the lower right hand corner of each subplot.
The circular arc and the simulated UAS flight are nearly on top of each other.

3.2. Using Eulerian Metrics to Infer Lagrangian Dynamics
In this section, results which indicate how well the attraction rate, s1 , and the trajectory divergence
rate, ρ̇, predicts Lagrangian dynamics, such as the passage of LCSs, are presented. Figure 8 shows the
time series for the trajectory divergence rate and backward-time FTLE for integration times of 0.5, 1,
and 2 h. Figure 9 shows the time series for the attraction rate and backward-time FTLE for integration
times of 0.5, 1, and 2 h. The FTLE values have been multiplied by −1 for improved visualization.
These values were calculated using velocity data from the 850 mb isosurface over the Kentland Farm
portion of the NAM model.
The effectiveness of the attraction rate and the trajectory divergence rate for detecting LCSs was
further explored using receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves. ROC curves plots the true
positive rate against the false positive rate for different threshold levels. Figure 10 shows an example of
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a true positive and a false positive from this study. To define these curves, we determined when LCSs
passed within a threshold radius which ranged from 400 m to 10 km of the center point, Figure 11.
We further applied a threshold of 90% for the LCSs, so only LCSs whose FTLE value was above the
90th percentile were considered. The attraction rate’s and the trajectory divergence rate’s ability to
detect LCSs for integration times of 0.5, 1, and 2 h in backward-time was explored. Figure 12 shows an
idealized ROC curve with different threshold values; the farther the ROC curve is from the dotted line,
the better the sensor is. This can be quantified using the area under the curve (AUC). The larger the
AUC is above 0.5, the better the sensor is; a perfect sensor would have an AUC of 1.
ρ̇
σ, T=0.5hr
σ, T=1hr
σ, T=2hr

1.0

0.5

hr−1

0.0

−0.5
−1.0
−1.5
−2.0
25

50

75

100

125

150

175

200

Hours
Figure 8. Comparison of the trajectory divergence rate with the 0.5, 1, and 2 h backward-time finite-time
Lyapunov exponent (FTLE) from t = 4 to t = 215 h. FTLE fields have been multiplied by −1 to offer
better comparison of attraction.
s1

1.0

σ, T=0.5hr
σ, T=1hr
σ, T=2hr

0.5

hr−1

0.0

−0.5
−1.0
−1.5
−2.0
25

50

75

100

125

150

175

200

Hours
Figure 9. Comparison of the attraction rate with the 0.5, 1, and 2 h backward-time FTLE from t = 4 to
t = 215 h. FTLE fields have been multiplied by −1 to offer better comparison of attraction.
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Figure 13 shows ROC curves for the the trajectory divergence rate as measured from the center
point of the sampling area (Figure 11). The threshold ranges from 0% at the upper right hand corner to
100% at the lower left hand corner. Every 20th percentile is marked with a dot. Each subplot represents
a different threshold radius, with radii ranging from 400 m to 10 km. Each color represents a different
integration time for the LCSs, 0.5 h green, 1 h red, 2 h blue. The AUC ranges from 0.477 to 0.756.

Figure 10. Depiction of a true positive (left) and a false positive (right), from approximately 43.5 h and
20.67 h, respectively. The true attraction rate field over Kentland Farm Va. is displayed; darker greens
are lower values of the attraction rate. Grid points where the value of the attraction rate is above the
threshold value are masked (white). Attracting LCS with an integration time of −1 h are shown as
blue lines. The threshold radius is shown by the black dashed circle and has a radius of 5 km. In both
examples, the attraction rate at the center of the sampling domain is below the threshold value, thus
meeting the criterion for a positive identification of an LCS passing within the threshold radius. In the
true positive example, there is an LCS passing within the threshold radius. Meanwhile, in the false
positive, there is no LCS within the threshold radius. The ROC plot point for the particular case shown
in this figure (i.e., threshold value and 5.0 km radius) is depicted by a red “+" marker in Figure 14.

0.8 km threshold radius
Center point

2.0 km UAS flight

Attracting LCS

7.5 km threshold radius
Figure 11. Schematic of Lagrangian coherent structure (LCS) detection showing two examples of
threshold radii as dashed lines. An attracting LCS falls within the larger threshold radius but does not
fall within the smaller radius. The instantaneous wind field is depicted as the background vector field.
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1.0

60%

40%

20%

0%

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

80%

True Positive Rate

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

100%
0.0

0.0

0.2

False Positive Rate

Figure 12. Schematic of an idealized receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve and with threshold percentiles.
0.5hr
1.00

0.4km

1hr

2hr

0.8km

1.2km

0.75
0.50
0.706
0.609
0.611

0.25
0.00

True Positive Rate

1.00

1.6km

0.707
0.756
0.621

2.0km

0.695
0.721
0.588

3.0km

0.75
0.50
0.685
0.700
0.600

0.25
0.00
1.00

0.638
0.684
0.586

10.0km

7.5km

5.0km

0.598
0.647
0.522

0.75
0.50

0.00
0.0

0.5

1.0 0.0

0.551
0.530
0.485

0.598
0.555
0.491

0.577
0.578
0.477

0.25

0.5

1.0 0.0

0.5

1.0

False Positive Rate
Figure 13. ROC curves for the trajectory divergence rate, ρ̇, as measured at the center point ability to
detect 90th percentile LCSs with integration times of 0.5 (green), 1 (red), and 2 (blue) h. Threshold
radius for each subplot is displayed in the upper left hand corner. The area under the curve (AUC) for
each integration time is given in the legend.
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Figure 14 shows ROC curves for the attraction rate as measured from the center point of the
sampling area (Figure 11). As before, the threshold is applied to the attraction rate ranging from 0%,
upper right hand corner, to 100%, lower left hand corner. Every 20th percentile is marked with a dot.
Each subplot represents a different threshold radius, with radii ranging from 400 m to 10 km. Each
color represents a different integration time for the LCSs, 0.5 h green, 1 h red, 2 h blue. The AUC
ranges from 0.626 to 0.850.
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Figure 14. ROC curves for the attraction rate, s1 , as measured at the center point ability to detect 90th
percentile LCSs with integration times of 0.5 (green), 1 (red), and 2 (blue) h. The threshold radius for
each subplot is displayed in the upper left hand corner. The AUC for each integration time is given in
the legend. The red “+” marker corresponds to the plot point for the case (i.e., threshold value and
radius) that was shown in Figure 10.

3.3. Inferring Lagrangian Dynamics from UAS Measurements
This section presents results which indicate how well the attraction rate, s1 , and the trajectory
divergence rate, ρ̇, as approximated from a simulated UAS flight, predict Lagrangian dynamics, such
as the passage of LCSs, Figure 11. Figure 15 shows ROC curves for the the trajectory divergence
rate as calculated from a simulated 2 km radius UAS flight. The threshold ranges from 0% at the
upper right hand corner to 100% at the lower left hand corner. Every 20th percentile is marked with
a dot. Each subplot represents a different threshold radius, with radii ranging from 400 m to 10 km.
Each color represents a different integration time for the LCSs, 0.5 h green, 1 h red, 2 h blue. The AUC
ranges from 0.491 to 0.742.
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Figure 15. ROC curves for the trajectory divergence rate, ρ̇, as measured from a 2 km radius UAS
simulation ability to detect 90th percentile LCSs with integration times of 0.5 (green), 1 (red), and
2 (blue) h. The threshold radius for each subplot is displayed in the upper left hand corner. The AUC
for each integration time is given in the legend.

Figure 16 shows ROC curves for the attraction rate as calculated from a simulated 2 km UAS
flight. As before, the threshold is applied to the attraction rate ranging from 0%, upper right hand
corner, to 100%, lower left hand corner. Every 20th percentile is marked with a dot. Each subplot
represents a different threshold radius, with radii ranging from 400 m to 10 km. Each color represents
a different integration time for the LCSs, 0.5 h green, 1 h red, 2 h blue. The AUC ranges from 0.602
to 0.874.
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Figure 16. ROC curves for the attraction rate, s1 , as measured from a 2 km radius UAS simulation
ability to detect 90th percentile LCSs with integration times of 0.5 (green), 1 (red), and 2 (blue) h.
The threshold radius for each subplot is displayed in the upper left hand corner. The AUC for each
integration time is given in the legend.

4. Discussion
Looking at the results in Figure 6, we can see that the simulated UAS flight in 3D space provides
a very similar result to the circular path restricted to the 850 mb isosurface. For all the radii that were
analyzed, the trajectory divergence rate from the flight simulation is nearly identical to that from the
idealized 2D circular path. Most of the error between the center point trajectory divergence rate and
the estimate from the 3D flights appears to be due to the distance from the point of estimation, rather
than inconsistencies in the flight’s path due to the UAS being buffeted by wind. This can also be seen
in Table 1, where the correlation coefficients between the simulated flight and the 2D circle are all >0.95,
while there is a steady drop in the correlation coefficients with the center point trajectory divergence
rate as the radius increases.
Looking at the results in Figure 7, we see that the simulated UAS flight in 3D space provides very
similar attraction rate measurements to the circular path restricted to the 850 mb isosurface. As before,
for all the radii paths that were examined, the attraction rate from the flight simulation is nearly
identical to that from the 2D circular path. Most of the error between the center point attraction rate
and the estimate from the 3D flights appears to be due to the distance from the point of estimation,
rather than inconsistencies in the flight’s path due to the UAS being buffeted by wind. This can also be
seen in Table 2, where the correlation coefficients between the simulated flight and the 2D circle are
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all >0.96, while there is a steep drop in the correlation coefficients with the center point attraction rate
as the radius increases.
Both the attraction rate and the trajectory divergence rate at a point can be approximated to a high
degree of accuracy by UAS flights. Simulated 3D UAS flights provided measurements which were
nearly identical to those of perfect circular 2D paths. The main cause of error in the approximations
appears to be the radius of the circular arc. Furthermore, the trajectory divergence rate appears to be a
more robust metric than the attraction rate, meaning that the trajectory divergence rate can be better
approximated at larger radii than the attraction rate can. This can be seen very clearly in Tables 1 and 2,
where the correlation coefficient for the attraction rate drops off more quickly with flight radius than
for the trajectory divergence rate.
As mentioned previously, the smallest flight radius which was explored in this study was 2 km.
This radius was chosen because under 2 km, the spatial inhomogeneity of the simulated velocity field
was insufficient to compute meaningful gradients. However, under current federal regulations in FAA
part 107, unaided visual contact must be maintained with the UAS [32]. For smaller UASs, it is unlikely
that an operator would be able to satisfy this requirement at a flight radius of 2 km. Fortunately,
these results suggest that as the flight radius is decreased, the UAS approximation of the Eulerian
diagnostic will converge the true value at the center point. Thus, we anticipate that in real-world
experiments, where the flight radius will be on the order of hundreds of meters, a single fixed-wing
UAS will provide an accurate approximation to the Eulerian diagnostics at the center point.
Figure 8 shows that the trajectory divergence rate does not always follow the trend of the negative
backward-time FTLE. This is to be expected, as the trajectory divergence rate gives information on both
instantaneous attraction and repulsion, while the negative backward-time FTLE gives only a measure
of attraction. The trajectory divergence rate does, however, agree with the negative backward-time
FTLE during periods of significant (large) attraction. This behavior is of particular interest for the
detection of LCSs. When calculating LCSs, there is often a multitude of weaker, less important LCSs.
In order to filter out these less important structures and focus on important structures, one often needs
to set a threshold value for the FTLE field. These dips in the the trajectory divergence rate, coinciding
with the strongest dips in the negative backward-time FTLE, would therefore seem to be a likely
indicator of the most influential LCSs.
Figure 9 shows that the attraction rate follows the general trend of the negative backward-time
FTLE. This is consistent as both the attraction rate and the negative backward-time FTLE give measures
of attraction. The attraction rate appears to give a good approximation to the negative backward-time
FTLE, and thus should be able to give indications of LCSs.
The ROC curves in Figure 13 show that the trajectory divergence rate, calculated at a point, can
be used to detect the passage of LCSs. For the smaller threshold radii, AUC values for the ROC curves
greater than 0.6 are consistently seen. This means that this method is outperforming random guessing,
which would have an AUC of 0.5. Of course, as the threshold radius increases, the AUC trends to
0.5. This convergence to random chance at larger thresholds is consistent, since as the sample area
increases, the likelihood of an LCS being within that domain will converge to 100%, at least for realistic
atmospheric flows.
The ROC curves in Figure 14 show that the attraction rate, calculated at a point, cannot only be
used to detect the passage of LCSs, but that it performs better at LCS detection than the trajectory
divergence rate does. The smaller and more moderate threshold radii consistently display AUC values
for the ROC curves of greater than 0.7, and many well over 0.8. This means that this method is far
outperforming random guessing. Once again, it can be seen that as the threshold radius increases,
the AUC trends towards 0.5, although this convergence is happening slower than it did with the
trajectory divergence rate.
It should be noted that both the attraction and trajectory divergence rates seem to perform best at
a threshold radius of around 0.8–2.0 km and become noisier as the radius decreases. We suspect that
this is due to the spatial and temporal scales of the input data, 3 km × 1 h grid spacing. We speculate
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that with a velocity field that is either analytically defined or more highly resolved in both space and
time, continued improvement in the ROC curves as the threshold radius decreases would be seen.
Unfortunately, the analytical models currently used in the study of LCSs in 2D, such as the double
gyre [34] and the Bickley jet [35], do not have the requisite spatial inhomogeneity necessary to reveal
meaningful Eulerian structures in the attraction rate or the trajectory divergence rate fields.
The ROC curves in Figure 15 show that the trajectory divergence rate, as calculated from a
simulated 2 km UAS flight, can be used to detect the passage of LCSs. For the smaller, and even
more moderate, threshold radii, AUC values for the ROC curves greater than 0.6 are consistently seen.
This means that this method is outperforming random guessing. Of course, as the threshold radius
increases, the AUC trends to 0.5.
The ROC curves in Figure 16 show that the attraction rate, as calculated from a simulated 2 km
UAS flight, cannot only be used to detect the passage of LCSs but once again performs better at LCS
detection than the trajectory divergence rate does. For the smaller and more moderate threshold,
radii consistently display AUC values for the ROC curves greater than 0.7, and many well over 0.8.
This means that this method is outperforming random guessing. Once again, as the threshold radius
increases, the AUC trends towards 0.5, although this convergence is happening slower than it did with
the trajectory divergence rate.
In this paper, a planar circular flight path was used to determine if it is possible to detect an LCS
passing through a given domain. However, this is just one potential application. More complicated
flight paths could, hypothetically, be used to determine the size and shape of an LCS. For example,
a corkscrew trajectory could potentially be used to determine the height of an LCS; likewise, a spiraling
trajectory could potentially be used to determine the length of an LCS, or even to track an LCS as
it moves.
The UAS-related results presented above were all calculated using Algorithm 1. Algorithm 1
assumes that the input scalar field is accurately measured and changing smoothly in time. In reality,
experimental wind measurements are expected to have non-negligible error, both noise and bias types.
It is still an open question as to how sensor error will affect these results. Future work will explore to
what extent this LCS detection methodology is robust to that error.
5. Conclusions
We have put forward a novel algorithm to approximate the gradient of a scalar field using
measurements from a circular arc around a point. Using realistic atmospheric velocity data from the
NAM 3 km model, this algorithm was applied to circular trajectories restricted to a 2D isosurface
and simulated UAS flights in 3D, with radii ranging from 2 km to 15 km. From these results, the
trajectory divergence rate and the attraction rate were approximated for the center point of these
paths. Comparing these approximations with the true trajectory divergence rate and attraction rate at
the center point, we found that both the realistic flight simulator and the circle give nearly identical
approximations. Furthermore, the approximations were very good for the smaller radii that were
looked at, but even the larger radii approximations were able to pick up the trend of the trajectory
divergence rate and attraction rate, though they underestimated the magnitude.
We have also examined the ability of Eulerian diagnostics, in particular the trajectory divergence
and attraction rates, to infer Lagrangian dynamics. Using ROC curves, the ability of the trajectory
divergence rate and attraction rate, as calculated at a point, to detect the passage of LCSs within a
threshold radius was explored. We found that the attraction rate can be used as an effective tool to
detect short term LCSs passing by. We also found that the trajectory divergence rate, while performing
better than chance, underperformed the attraction rate. This analysis was then extended to look at the
trajectory divergence rate and attraction rate as approximated by a UAS flight. Once again, we found
that these Eulerian diagnostics, as approximated by a UAS flight, can be an effective tool for detecting
LCSs passing through a sampling area.
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This paper serves as a first step towards in situ detection of LCSs in the atmosphere. It demonstrates
that a single fixed-wing UAS can, in principle, be used to measure Eulerian diagnostics of a local
atmospheric flow. These Eulerian diagnostics can then be used to infer the Lagrangian dynamics of the
local flow. Future work will apply this paper’s techniques to experimental data to detect real-world
atmospheric LCSs using a fixed-wing UAS, evaluate the effects of sensor uncertainty on the accuracy
of LCS detection, examine additional flight paths to attempt to determine size and shape of LCS,
and extend the analysis to the detection of pollutant specific LCSs [5,12,36].
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The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
UAS
ASL
AUC
FTLE
LCS
iLCS
OECS
WRF
NAM
OSSE
ROC

Unmanned aircraft systems
Above sea level
Area under the curve
Finite-time Lyapunov exponent
Lagrangian coherent structure
Infinitesimal-time LCS
Objective Eulerian coherent structure
Weather research and forecasting
North American Mesoscale model
Observing system simulation experiment
Receiver Operating Characteristic

Appendix A. Flight Dynamic Model
The aircraft flight dynamic model is derived by combining standard aircraft rigid-body
equations [37] with Grauer and Morelli’s Generic Global Aerodynamic model [33], modified for
non-uniform wind. The important flight dynamic modeling assumptions are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Earth is a flat, inertial reference.
The aircraft is a rigid body, symmetric about its longitudinal plane, with constant mass m.
For wind-aircraft interaction, the aircraft is a point “located” at it’s center-of-mass.
The wind is described by a C1 -smooth kinematic vector field.
Aircraft thrust fth is an instantaneously-controllable force acting nose-forward from the center-of-mass.
All parameters are invariant with altitude. (e.g., no altitudinal variation of density ρ, gravity g,
ground-effect, etc.)
The resulting dynamic equations of motion are
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where the ellipses on the aerodynamic coefficients remind the reader that these are functions of state
variables, as given below in (A5)–(A10). The symbol V is used for inertially-referenced velocity, and
Vr is used for air-relative velocity. Thus, V = Vr + v, where v is the wind vector from the atmospheric
simulation described in Section 2.3. The notation R BM (α) represents the rotation matrix, which depends
on the angle-of-attack α, from the aircraft’s body-frame to the modified-stability frame in which Grauer
and Morelli’s aerodynamic forces are defined. Similarly, R EB (Θ) is the rotation matrix from the Earth
frame to the aircraft’s body frame. The rest of the notation is in agreement with Etkin [37]. These
dynamics are combined with standard translational and rotational kinematic equations



U
 
Ẋ = R EB (φ, θ, ψ)  V  = R EB (Θ)V ,
W
  
φ̇
1
  
Θ̇ =  θ̇  = 0
ψ̇
0

sin φ tan θ
cos φ
sin φ sec θ

(A3)

 
cos φ tan θ
p
 
− sin φ   q  = L−1 (φ, θ )ω.
cos φ sec θ
r

(A4)

The aerodynamic coefficient expressions are from Equation (20) of Grauer and Morelli [33],
CD = θ1 + θ2 α + θ3 αq̃r + θ4 αδe + θ5 α2 + θ6 α2 q̃r + θ7 α2 δe + θ8 α3 + θ9 α3 q̃r + θ10 α4 ,

(A5)

CY = θ11 β + θ12 p̃r + θ13 r̃r + θ14 δa + θ14 δr ,

(A6)
2

3

4

CL = θ16 + θ17 α + θ18 q̃r + θ19 δe + θ20 αq̃r + θ21 α + θ22 α + θ23 α ,

(A7)

Cl = θ24 β + θ25 p̃r + θ26 r̃r + θ27 δa + θ28 δr ,

(A8)
2

2

3

3

4

Cm = θ29 + θ30 α + θ31 q̃r + θ32 δe + θ33 αq̃r + θ34 α q̃r + θ35 α δe + θ36 α q̃r + θ37 α δe + θ38 α ,
Cn = θ39 β + θ40 p̃r + θ41 r̃r + θ42 δa + θ43 δr + θ44 β2 + θ45 β3 .

(A9)
(A10)

In these equations, (θ1 , θ2 , . . . θ45 ) are the aircraft parameters specific to the T-2 aircraft assumed
in this study, described in Section 2.3. In addition, (α, β) are the standard aerodynamic angles,
( p̃r , q̃r , r̃r ) are wind-relative non-dimensionalized angular rates, and (δa , δe , δr ) are aileron, elevator,
and rudder deflections.
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